To join the HIDI group in NHSN, login to the CDC/NHSN tool, navigate to the Group tab and choose ‘Join’.

*User must be administrative-level to complete the process*

Enter the HIDI Group ID and Group Joining Password. Click ‘Join Group’.

**Group ID: 37297   Group Joining Password: MHA37297**
Review the pop-up message and click ‘OK’ to proceed.

The following template will list data that HIDI will be able to access.
Checkmark indicates that specific piece of data is being requested.

Facilities may check ‘N/A’ to the right of each line item to exclude that item from being shared.

Use drop-down boxes to exclude specific locations.
Click ‘Accept’ at the bottom of the template to grant confer rights.

Resources:

NHSN Help Desk: nhsn@cdc.gov

NHSN Home Page: http://www.cdc.gov

HIDI Staff: jbax@mhanet.com